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 As we are not an autonomous institute, we have certain limlitation in adding our 

views in th syllabus building process.  

 The Syllabus of every course is prepared by respected BOS  members as nominated 

by the University though  we have taken some of initatives. 

 To breedge the gap between BCA and BMS Course college introduced breedge 

course on Commerce Subject. 

 The students who comes to FYBSC Compuetr Science have not hands on Computers, 

so DOCS arrange 05 days course for FYBSC Computer Sciecne Students Hands On 

Computer to introduced them The basics of Computer. 

 Various academic activities related to skill development are organized during 

academic year. 

 Some teachers of our college are in various BOS in their respective Subjects. They are 

also informed about the requirments and requese to modify the syllabus. 

 Various departments organized presentations and Trainging program to understood 

the applicability of the syllabus in the practical life. 

 To enrich teaching facilities like ICT tools suggested are invited and teachers are 

asked to prepare material fro New syllabus that can be used I ICT aided teaching. 

 The CDC has been requested to enhance ICT facilities in more class rooms so that 

more studentsand teachers can avail way of teaching learning process. 

 Suggession regarding purchase of reference books and text books are suggested. 

 Experts talk can be arranged for students  for clearing the problems of difficult 

subjects. 

 IQAC can give suggestion to each department to arrange exatra revision session for 

the Students. 

 


